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As has been seen in the chapters of the previous two parts [1,2] appro-
ximating each of the direct-axis and quadrature-axis admittance diagrams by 
one straight line, or some straight sections, from the condition g = const. the 
relation s( b) may be determined and its reciprocal function integrated. After 
having discussed the lincar approximation in details, the present third part is 
devoted to the examination of the quadratic approximation. 
6. The primitive parabolic approximation 
Instead of the more general case of the conductance and also the susceptance 
being a general quadratic expression of the slip as the relations are very 
complicated the following discussion starts from the most simple parabolic 
approximation, when the conductance consists of a term merely containing 
the first power of the slip, 'while the susceptance is composed of two members 
containing only the zero and second power of the slip. (This approximation is 
1:iuggested, however, by expression (2-33) of the admittances [1], too. Decom-
posing, namely, each admittance to a real and an imaginary part and expand-
ing both components in series ·with respect to the small slips, it may be ob-
served that the real part contains the 1st, 3rd, 5th, etc., while the imaginary 
one the 0, 2nd, 4th, etc. powers of the slip.) The above-mentioned approxima-
tion will be called in the following primitive parabolic approximation. 
n.l. Slip-angle relation ill case of a primitive parabolic approximation 
If the direct-axis and quadrature-axis admittance diagrams, respectively, 
are approximated by a primitive parabola, then 
(6-1) 
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Consequently, each parabola is symmetric with respect to the negative ima-
ginary axis. Now 
(6-2) 
Substituting the relations (6-2) into the fundamental equation (3-1) 
(see [1]): 
g = S gSl + 8 gDl cos 2b - bDO sin 2b - 82 bD2 sin 2b, (6-3) 
where 
1 
gD1 = 2 (gql - gd1) 
Reducing the relation (6-3) to zero, the folIo'wing t·wo equations may 
be obtained for the slip and its reciprocal, respectively: 
82 bD2 sin 2b - 8 (gSl + gDl cos 2b) + (g + bDO sin 2b) = 0 (6-4) ( .~ r (g + bDO sin 2b) - (+1 (gSl + gD1 cos 26) (6-5) 
Solving the two quadratic equations (6-4) and (6-5), we obtain the 
slip-angle relation and its reciprocal, respectively. 
To simplify the calculations, that is, to reduce the number of the figuring 
parameters, introduction of some relati,-e quantities is again advisable. Starting 
from Fig. 6-1, for the circumstances outlined there 
gSl> 0; bDO > 0; gD1 < 0; bD2 < 0 
further, in asynchronous generator operation 
Let it he again 
_ bDO = Po; 
u 
~ 
g < O. 
_ gD~ __ ~.; . 
- r'l' 
where (for the case of Fig. 6-1) 1)0 > 0, %1 > 0, while So < O. 
Let it further he 
where (for the case of Fig. 6-1) i.2 > O. 
(6-6) 
(6 -- 7) 
(6-8) 
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By the aid of the relative quantities introduced here, the quadratic 
equations (6-4) and (6-5), r~spectively, may assume the following form: 
Po sin 26) =0 (6-9) 
and 
( s: r (1 - /30 5in26) -I~~l (1 - %1 cos 26) - i.2 So sin 26 = O. (6-10) 
Solution of the quadratic equation (6-10) yields 
s(6) 2 I--posin26 
Fig. 6-1 
It must be noted that in the solution (6-11) the square root may be taken only 
"with positive sign, as with substitution of Iim I.~ = 0 the relation (4-26), valid 
for the primitive linear approximation must be regained. 
Similarly, solution of the quadratic equation (6-9) is: 
-~--~-~~---- ---~-----
'l ) _ . '») _co, 'l) _ "". ') .\ I _ s((~t = 1 - cos 2r) --'-1 I" cos 20 2_ So - ~"2 So "In ... r '. - -"2 ~O "Ill ~(j 
1 - .F~in 2~ . 
- 1'2 So sin 2r) 
(6 12) 
In order (6-12) should correctly express the reciprocal of (6-11), III 
the former thc square root must be taken alternatC'ly with..:.. sign, according to 
1" 
1 -:- rlo SiI~ 2r) ~ 0 . 
i'2 So sin 2,) 
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The sign problems can be avoided, if the slip is calculated from the reci-
procal of (6-11) as follows: 
1 
. (6-13) 
1 1 -- cos 26 ·1 i I i 2- 1 - tlo sin 20 - ;' 
It must be noted, that all of the expressions (6 -11) ... (6 -13) are valid 
if, and only if the inequality 
(1 (6-14) 
is valid, as physically only the real slip has a meaning. On the other hand, 
always s/so > 0, as if s ~ 0, then So ~ O. 
From the afore-said it becomes clear, that the first step of the method 
suggested in chapter 3 of [1] may be realized, that is, the slip and its reciprocal, 
respectively, may be expressed as an explicite function of the angle. 
6.2. Determination of the time-angLe relation 
To find the time-angle function, as the second stcp of the method sug-
gested, the expression (6 -11) should be integrated with respect to the angle. 
As in the expression in question only the trigonometric functions of thc double 
angle 26 figure, instead of the full rotation 2;r it is sufficient to restrict our-
selves to the half-rotation ;r and to integrate only within the range 
- ;rj2 6 ;r/2. Choosing the initial value 6 = - ;r/2 means, that at the initial 
moment t = 0, the voltage vector leads by 90 C ·with respect to its sYllchronou:o 
no-load position determined by the quadrature axis q, i. e., the quadrature axis 
q and the flux-linkage vector coincide with each other, while the direct-axis 
d lags by 90° ·with re~pect to the revolving field. 
The integral of exprrssion (6-11) may be divided into two parts: 
-So a l o t = 11 -j- 12, 
·where the first is an elementary integral 
11 = 
1 J 1 cos 20 2 1 - Po sin 26 
:r 
-~-
(6-15) 
d6 
solution of which e. g. according to Eq. (4-17) from Eq. (4-28) (see [2]): 
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+ In (1 - Po sin 2b). 
2 2po 
(6-16) 
The second integral 
(6-17) 
" -~
cannot be expressed by elementary functions, being, however, an elliptic 
integral. For the evaluation, the integral I~ in question must be expressed by 
the basic elliptic integrals of first, second and third kind, 
F(cp, k), E(cp, k) and n(cp, a2, k) 
as for the evaluation of the latter ones tables and manuals are available (e. g.[3]). 
For this purpose, first of all the root expressi.on must be brought to the 
denominator: 
<l 
I
" 4}·2 So sin 26 + .--.---~~ .. --~~----=-----------
L = -~-. :r:===::===:::::=;::==~=:'~-==-=~=.=--=~=:::===;=;;===:;===:==o=-:-:::=: db . 
~ 9 
~ L 
(6-18) 
Then by the well-known substitution x = tg 6, 6 = arctg x applying relations 
sin 26 = 2x cos 2b 1 - x
2 
db 
1 I <) i x~ 1 + x 2 
the respective integral may assume the following form 
<5 
"" 
dx 
1 I <) -,- x~ 
(6-19) 
Let us factorize the coefficient belonging to the term of the highest degree in 
the denominator, divide with its root the numerator, then let us expand the 
numerator into partial fractions! After all the integral may be written as 
follows: 
(6-20) 
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where 
(6-21) 
(6-22) 
(6--23) 
and 
(6-24) 
finally 
(6-25) 
From condition (6-14) substituting x = tg b it follows that P(:\:) > o. 
The equation P(x) = 0 of fourth degree has four different roots and these 
may form only two conjugate complex pairs of roots. (Otherwise there existed 
t wo, or four different real roots, consequently, in the interval 
-=<x<+= 
the function P (x) became zero for two, or four real values of x and P(x) 
changed sign in the vicinity of these points. Accordingly, in certain intervals 
determined by the roots, the condition P(x) < 0 would prevail, engendering 
a contradiction to condition P(x) > 0 and besides V P(x) would become ima-
ginary.) 
It must be noted the roots 110t being too far from the values given hy the 
following expression 
±[ 
(6-26) 
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Namely, the equation of fourth degree, the roots of which are expressions 
(6-26), has the same coefficients as Eq. (6-25), merely instead of 
8J'2 So 
the coefficient belonging to the term of first degree is 
1 - 8J.2 s0 
1 + Y.l (1 + Y.l)2 
6.3. Evaluation of the elliptic integral 
To evaluate the elliptic integral (6-20), let the two complex pairs of 
roots be 
I • 
a = ar T.l aj 
and (6-27) 
- I' 
C = Cr TJ Cj 
Evidently, 
P(x) = (x - a) (x - a) (x - c) (x - c) = [(x - ar)2 + aJ] [(x - Cr)2 + Cj]. (6-28) 
"Following [3J, but 'with some other notations, let us further denote 
i. e. 
1)0 ( )0 I ( : ,- = ar - Cr - T aj 
k2=~~_ 
(A + B)2 
2 y=-_._--
A+B 
o 4a2, - (A - B)2 
a- = J 
(A B)2 - 4a3 
Let us introduce a new variable: 
tg {J = x-
-ax 
1 + atg{J 
and so the new limit of integration is: 
a q; = arc tg -.. ~.------~' --"'-
-ay+ara+a j 
(6-29) 
(6-30) 
(6-31) 
(6-32) 
(6-33) 
(6-34) 
(6-35) 
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Some coherent values of the limits of integration arc 
y=-= 
y =)'0 = Ur - aj a 
ara + a· 
'V = 'YR = ___ 1__ 
~. a 
y= +00 
1 
rp_cc = arc tg --
-(1. 
a (Po = arc tg -----'--
ara + aj 
;r 
rp= -
2 
rp=rp_co n. 
(6-36) 
On the basis of the above relations (6-27) ... (6-36), it may first of all be 
shown [3] that 
,. rp 
.. 1', dx - 'Jf d{) - "F (rp k) 
. VP (x) - I VI - k2 sin2 () - I , (6-37) 
Yo 0 
i. e. the latter integral may be reduced to the basic elliptic integral of first 
kind F(rp, k). 
Secondly it may be proved [3, 4] that 
y 
f dx (x-=n)VP(:d -
,)'0 
rp 
-)-'O-'--ll- [ J ~,~=:::::=======o U JV dB J 
. -(-I-an tg () VI - k2 sin2 {) = 
o o 
)'0 - n 
+ an ---"'-----
yo-n 
dB 
[1 + (1 + a~) sin2 B] 
g' 
_."--- (an - a) --::--~-:---.::-:--:-::-:::-::-:;r::=======:- d (), f cos {} sin B Tt [1 - (1 + a~) sin2 B] 
where 
-an -n 
all = ----''-----''---- = a -"-'-'---
Y - n ~o 
(6-38) 
(6-38') 
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The integral figuring in the last term of Eq. (6-38) may be expressed in a 
closed form by the elementary function: 
'P 
J
' cosf} sin{} 
f(rp, 1 + a~, k) = - -:[~l-~(l-~-~·-=-::-;r:===::==c===:=:- d{} = 
(6-39 
where k' = 1 1.-2 is the so-called complementary modulus. 
Again considering the definitions of the basic elliptic integrals, as well 
as relation (6-39), the integral (6-38) may be reduced according to 
v 
J
' dx 
(x - n) 
y, 
-a 
--'---an .. ) n(rp,l+a~,k) (an-a)f(cp,l+a~,k) 
Yo - n 1 -+- an Yo - n 
onto the basic elliptic integrals of first and third kind, 
\~-".) F(cp, k) and n (rp, ( 1 , a~t, k). 
(6-40) 
Knowing integrals (6 - 37) and (6-40), establishment of the primitive 
function of integral (6-20) involves no difficulty (the limits of integration, 
however, are not yet substituted): 
I 1 1 a~ (Iz) = Re l[lVo +- . ----'-., ___ ..:c....__ _,'!:.)yF(q;,k) +-
.1'0 - ] 1 + a) -'"0 n 1 + a~ , 
-u. 
--=--- (J. . . ---'----0- y n (cp, 1 
)'0 - j j 1 aj 
a -a -
a;,k) + ---'-'--(1. n ~) n (cp. 1 
)'0 - n n 1 a~' ' 
1\l j 
...L --"'::"-(aj 
)'0- j 
where 
a)yJ(cp, 1 a;, k) + ---'-'--1[(1 .. 
Y -n 
• 0 
a~,k) + 
consequently, in Eq. (6-38') n = j and n = n, respectively, are to be sub-
stituted. 
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Finally, substituting the limits of integration (6-36), the desired solu-
tion is: 
I2 = ReVvlp[F (rp,k) - F (rp_""k)] 
+ JfIIj [tr (rp, 1 + CiJ,k) - T! (rp-oo, 1 + Ci],k)] 
+ if IIn [tr (rp, 1 + Ci~, k) - tr (rp-oo, 1 + a~, k)] + 
+.Mrj[j(rp,l Cty,k) -J(rp-oo, 1 + Ciy,k)] 
+li~rt[l(cp,l+a~,k) -!(rp_oo,l a~,k)]), 
where the values of the complex coefficients are: 
.Nn a - a 1W IIn = -----'-- a _.!_, --" 
)'0 - n n 1 + a~ { 
M N j (- ) infj = ---;- aj - a t' 
)'0 - J 
lVI,rz = ---'-'-n--- (an - a) j' • 
)'0 
--'-'-- " 
N n 1 + aan) 
)'0 - n 1 Ci~; 
(6-42) 
6.4. Some remarks concerning determination of the time-angle function 
In knowledge of relations (6 -42) and (6-16) the desired time-angle 
function (6-15) may now be calculated. 
The most expedient solution i8 to choose round figures for (t" and to cal-
(;ulate the integral I2 for the8e yalues. Then considering Eq. (6-34) and 
.b = arc tg x, on the basis of relation 
IJ = arc tg-~~ a/a _~_ (a j + aT a) tg q; _ 
1 a tg (t" 
for the chosen yalues Cf the angle b may be determined. By the aid of the 
latter, the integral I1 may be calculated. Finally, the yalues of I2 and I1 in 
this way eyaluated are to be summarized. 
While Cf is changing within the limits rr:-oo and rr:-oo +:1 = Cf+" 
(i. e. y is within the limits - co and + co) b is changing 'within the limits 
- nj2 and ...L :1/2. 
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To evaluate the incomplete basic elliptic integrals of first and second 
kind, in the range of 0 < rp ;r;j2 tables are available (e. g. [3,5]). 
Determination of the incomplete clliptic integral of third kind is 
somewhat more complicated. For its evaluation, besides the elementary func-
tions, the tabulated Heuman's Lambda functions Ao(rp, k) and the tabulated 
function KZ(rp, k) - i. e. the K-times value of Jacobi's Zeta function, where 
K is the complete elliptic integral of first kind - also Theta functions are 
needed, necessitating an evaluation by infinite series. 
In the mathematical books (e. g. [3]) formulas are available for reducing 
the functions n (cp, (12, k) with complex parameters and the expressions 
_.- 1 -. -
Re 1\-,[ n (rp, (12, k) = -11,r[ n (rp, 0.2 , k) 
2 
respectively, to elliptic integrals of third kind with real parameters. 
Evaluation of the elementary functions with complex parameters theo-
retically involves no difficulties. 
As demonstrated in the afore-said, the time-angle function may be 
expressed in a not too complicated form by ellipti~ and elementary functions. 
Nevertheless, numerical evaluation is a quite lengthy and troublesome procedure. 
Naturally, in possession of the time-angle function, determination of the 
slip-time, current-time, apparent power-time, reactive power-time, etc. func-
tions may be effected according to the procedurc already known [1]. 
6 . .5. Determination of the period 
Choosing the value b = ;r/2 for the upper limit of integral I], the value 
rp = - ;r/2 (y = YR - ;r; b = bR ;r) for the lower limit of integral 12 and 
for its upper limit the nlue er = ;r/2 (y = YR; b = bR), finally, multiplying 
both integrals by 2, for the whole period the foIlo·wing relation may be ob-
tained: 
. ",I' f- ('::r 1 ... , k) T !Y1fj 2-' ... (1j, • 
(6-43) 
-., kl J aii,' ., 
-., k')1 (1,i, ~ \ ' 
whcre K is the complete elliptic integral of first kind: K = F I ~ , kj. 
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6.6. Special cases. The possibility of generalization. 
The primitive parabolic approximation may have sevcn special casps. 
when among the three parameters Po' ;;:-1' ;'2 one, or more, become zero. TheE'e 
possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 6-2. In all cases the direct-axis admittance 
diagram Vd is the same (curve a), and only the quadrature-axis admittance 
diagram "jfq is changed. The points belonging to identical slips are marked by 
crosses on the respective curves and some of them are also linked by a thin line 
for the sake of a better illustration. It must he noted, that in Fig. 6-2 all para-
J3 o fM' 0 : 0 o 'J3>oj3>u !3>G 
X 0 o ,x>o, 0 )(>[) 0/(>0 X>U 
A 0 0; 0 kO ~>O).>O 0 A>O 
Yd a a a . a a a a a 
Ye; a b cid e r 9 h 
Fig. 6-2 
meters are positive, or zero. (Naturally, some parameters may be negative too, 
and also in this case suitable curves may he plotted, these, however, are not 
discussed here.) 
The respective special cases are as follows: 
a) All of three parameters are zero. The curves yd and "j}q are coincident 
(the rotor is symmetric), to the different torques different slips, hut constant 
slips are belonging. Function s(b) is now again given by (4-5), 'while function 
t(o) by Eqs. (4-6) and (4-7), respectively. 
b) Solely {3 =1= 0 (while the other two parameters equal zero). Curves yd 
and yq are running parallelly. Though both curves are parabola5, the function 
s(o) and t(b) may now again he calculated hy formula (4.-22). 
c) ExclusivelY;;:-l O. The abscissae of the points helonging to the same 
slip at the two admittance curves are of the same magnitude. For calculating 
functions s(b) and t(o) now again formulae (4-11) and (4-13), respectively, 
may be adopted. 
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d) Only;'2 O. On curves yd and ,jq the ordinates of the points belonging 
to the same slip are of the same value. Now formula (6 -11) becomes consider-
ably more simple 
1 
5(6) 2 (6-44) 
As cos 26 is not present, but only sin 26 is figuring, the slip curve 
1 (6-45) 
may be divided into four sections during a complete relative rotor rotation, 
while angle 6 changes in the range 2;r. The duration of each section equals 
;r/2. In the odd sections the slip curves are of the samc course, similarly the 
even sections are also congruent, while in any section the course of the slip is 
axially ;;;ymmetrical with respect to the slip curve of the contiguous section, 
that is, each of the two adjacent sections may be regarded as reflected images. 
By the proper choice of the integration interval, the calculation of 
integral 12 necessary for determining the time-angle function becomes consider-
ably more simple. If e. g. ;'2 >. 0 (and So < 0), then the most practicable solu-
tion is to integrate the reciprocal slip function 1'5( 6) in the domain 
;r/4 < b ;r!4: 
(6-46) 
The latter integral is again an elliptic onc. To calculate it, the follo'wing 
substitution is realized: 
sin lJ 
Thereby 
that is 
= 1; 1 + sin 20 
2 
1 
r) = arc sin (2 sin~ (j - 1) ; 
2 
do dO. 
(6-17) 
27'2 
where 
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1 1(---- 1 ~VI E = - f 1 - 4?~ So > 2 ~ 2 
k2 = - 8?'2 So /' 1 
1 - 4i'2 So -...... • 
Consequently, the integral 12 may be expressed by the basic elliptic integral 
of second kind. As at the same time 
thus: 
6 
1~ = 1 Jdb = ~ Ib + .... ~). 
224 
--~-
- So (1)0 t = 1 I b( cp) 
2 
(6-48) 
(6-49) 
where o(cp) denotes, that for values cp adopted in the course of the evaluation 
the values of 0 must be calculated by the following formula: 
_ 1 . (" . ) () = --- arc S1n '" ;;:ln~ cp 
2 
1) . 
The relation (6-49) provides the function t(o) merely for - :r;4 <: 0 :r,4 
i. e. in an interval of magnitude :r 2. yet 'I-e need it, at least in an 
interval of magnitude :r. Instead of further calculations, it is sufficient to COl1~ 
;;ider only the enumerated symmetry conditions, as on the basis of these, e. g. 
in the interval 3 :r/4 < (; :r/4, curve t( 0) has to be with respect to point 
t( -:r/4) = 0 in center symmetry, as compared ,I'ith the curve given by for~ 
mula (6-49). 
For calculating the period of the complete rotation ((; 2:r), in the right 
side of Eq. (6--49) the' value (F = :r,2 has to be substituted, then multiplying 
by 4, results: 
(6-50) 
This case is worthy of special attention, because it may be regarded a" 
the most simple parabolic approximation. The quadratic approximation leach 
accordingly, even in its most simple form to an elliptic integral, ,1'110>'(' 
evaluation is, however, now very easy. 
Finally, if i'2 < 0 (i. e. curyc !)q is more deflected than curve Yd) the most 
5imple solution is to integrate between the limits:r4 ~ (; 3 :r 4. ""itl! ;;;ub-
stitution of 0' = is - :r2 thi" case may be reduced to case i'2 > 0 and for tht' 
evaluation of the elliptic integral the' above formula;: (6-46) ... (6-49) mav 
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directly be adopted, merely writing instead of -4 )'250 > 0 the value 4 }'2S0 > 0 
everyv,rhere. 
e) Solely Po = 0, while %1 =1= 0, ;'2 O. The curves yd and yq start from 
a common point, but the ordinates, as well as the abscissae of the points belong-
ing to the same slip, are different. This case does not involve a considerable 
simplification with respect to Po =1= O. Since the numerator of integral 12 is now 
R ) 7\/ --L N 1j --L N 2j I, e lYo ! --- I 
, X - j (x - j)2 I 
not only the integrals 
.f V:';X) y dx and J (x-j)VP(x) 
)"0 
but also the integral of form 
must be evaluated. Consequently, this case is even more complicated. In addi-
tion to the basic elliptic integrals of first and third kind, now also the integral 
of second kind plays a part. (Not speaking of the two elementary functions.) 
f) Exclusively %1 = 0, while ,'30 + 0, ;'2 O. Curves yq and yd start from 
different points, the ordinates of the points belonging to the same slip are of 
the same magnitude. At that time only sin 2CS figures in the formula of the slip 
(cos 2b is absent), therefore similarly to case d) it is sufficient also now to 
restrict ourselves to the integration interval - ;r/4. < CS < ;r/4 and substitute 
x = sin 2b. In the integral 12 besides an elementary function only the basic 
elliptic integrals of first and third kind are figuring. 
If So = Po and %1 0 then from formula (6-11) s = SO' that is, the 
slip is constant. This occurs if the straight line g = const. passes through the 
point of intersection of the two curves .lJd and .lJq. 
g) Merely ;'2 = 0, while Po + 0 and /1 =1= O. The difference hetween the 
ahscissas of the suitable points lying on curves Yd and yq is always equal. At 
such times function s( CS) may be determined through formula (4-26), while 
function t( CS) from relation (4- 27), or (4- 28). Consequently, the general for-
mulas of the primitive linear approximation may directly he adopted for cal-
culating the primitive parabolic approximation of this type. 
h) In the most general case of the primitive paraholic approximation, 
when none of the three parameters equals zero, for calculating the :,lip-angle 
function s( b) formula (6-l3), while for determining the time-angle function 
t(CS) formulas (6-15), (6-16) and (6-'12) arc to be applied. 
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It is worth-while mentioning here, that instead of the primitive parabolic 
approximation also a more general quadratic approximation may be adopted. 
In the most general case both g(s) and b(s) are general quadratic expressions. 
The condition g = const. now also leads to an equation of second degree in s. 
Accordingly, s( b) may be expressed in an explicite form. When integrating its 
reciprocal function, merely elliptic integrals are again needed for the evaluation. 
Snmmary 
Adjoining the two preceding articles [1.2]. the present paper gives a survey of the results 
obtained by substituting each of the direct-axis and quadrature-axis admittance diagrams 
by single parabolas. that is. through quadratic approximation. in order to examine the asyn-
chronous operation of turbogenerators and to determine the slip yariating with the time. 
As regards the method previously suggested. the slip-time function may be expressed 
in an explicite form and its reciprocal function may be integrated in a closed form now also. 
nevertheless. there is a need for the evaluation of elliptic integrals of first, second. moreover 
of third kind. 
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